
Patient Group Minutes  - 4th December 2018 

 

Present: PC, DB, DR, AK, DS, SM & LD from Citizens UK 

Apologies: PC, JC, RW, DH. 

 

Introductions: 

SM introduced new Patient Group member DB and LD from Citizens UK. 

SM announced that we are changing the name of the group from PPG to PG (Patient Group) as 

patients are reluctant to join if they think that they have to participate. 

PG discussion: 

AK – mentioned stitch procedure issue with Practice Nurse, DS said that we would discuss this issue 
outside of the meeting as not really suitable for PG discussion. 
 
PC – brought in a leaflet re eye tests at home, the practice hadn’t seen this information before so 
agreed useful to retain. 
 
PC – wanted clarification on hospital dressings being referred back to GP, SM said that hospitals 
could only cover initial procedures with consultant as hospitals run a target based system. 
 
SM – Discussed how GP at Hand, (Babylon) who are open 24/7 offer video consultations. Patients 
have to register in order to be seen.  The organisation has been accused of cherry-picking younger, 
healthier patients and creating health inequality, it is taking resources from local NHS general 
practices that offer long-term care to all. 
 
PC  - Concerned that those patients that work or teenagers  may not want to take a call from a GP 
when they are at work, school or in meetings. SM indicated that the practice is very flexible and 
happy to call patients back at a time to suit. If a patient finds it really difficult otherwise, the GP 
would try to accommodate the patient being seen instead. 
 
DB -asked if contraindications to certain drugs could develop over time, SM said that side effects can 
happen much later into treatment. Websites like NHS choices does provide information to patients. 
 
Citizens UK 
LD – …Citizens UK is a voice forum for communities to act together to change lives and transform 
communities, it is also non- political, LD gave an example of a group community action. 

SM is Vice Chair of Trustees of Citizens UK (CUK,) he mentioned that the Living Wage campaign has 
helped many people out of working poverty. Hetherington supports the LLW. 

 The London Living Wage is currently £10.55ph. 

SM discussed how Citizens UK is already now actively involved in helping to promote our PG group 

and a representative attended a PG meeting and MacMillan Coffee morning to engage with patients. 



LD responded to PC ‘s funding query  to indicate that Citizens UK is member funded by affiliated 

groups. 

On line access to medical records 

SM discussed the usefulness of access to online records, especially for those with long term 

conditions in order to monitor their health. 

Feedback was given on previous website patient access issues, this was remedied in May 2018. 

The practice is currently looking at the time limit of reviewing past medical records and considering 

including all consultation text for those appropriate patients. 

Working at Scale 

SM discussed how practices can work collaboratively with other practices to form cluster groups, the 

groups must have between 30-50,000 patient list size in order to form the group. 

Hetherington Group Practice and Pavilion have formed a cluster group with Clapham Park Road 

practice. 

The group are keen to offer more social prescribing, i.e. walking, exercise or alternative therapies. 

Clapham Park has an active enthusiastic patient group and Hetherington and Pavilion are 

considering joint events perhaps once or twice yearly. 

 

Other news: 

New website 

Hetherington & Pavilion have updated the websites to make it mobile friendly. 

Pavilion APMS contract 

Hetherington  has been re-awarded the Pavilion contract for a 10 year period in order to continue to 

deliver GP services at the practice. 

Name badges 

The practice has introduced the wearing of name badges for all staff. 

Staff update 

New GP, Dr AR – Dr NS has moved to a new practice in Lambeth 

The practice currently have 2 registrars one doing a fellowship but remaining at 2 sessions a week at 

Hetherington. 

 

Next Meeting March 2019 


